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Abstract
Industrial applications, including autonomous systems and vehicles, rely on
processing data on multiple physical devices. The composition of functionality across heterogeneous computing infrastructure is challenging, and will
likely get even more challenging in the future as software in vehicles is
updated to introduce new features and ensure the safety. New soft real-time
use cases emerge and in such cases the model of offloading processing from
a limited or malfunctioning device is a viable solution. This study examines
orchestration of services across edge and cloud for an industrial vehicle
application use case involving image based object detection using machine
learning (ML) based models. First, service orchestration requirements are
defined taking into account the dependable nature of industrial vehicle
applications. Second, an implementation based on Arrowhead framework is
presented and evaluated. The open Arrowhead framework offers means for
dynamic service discovery, authorization and late binding of computational
units. The feasibility of object detection as a service and the suitability of
Arrowhead framework to support such orchestrations across edge and cloud
is assessed.
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1 Introduction
Industrial systems, including autonomous systems and vehicles, are moving
towards even more extensive use of data. This includes on the one hand smart
and autonomous operation and on the other hand making use of data for
various services. Data intensive solutions need to collect massive amounts
of data and process it accordingly in order to extract meaningful information
for various purposes. Vehicles are evolving towards mobile sensor platforms
with great computational power. Most of the operational features are already
implemented using electrical components. The role of software running these
complex systems is thus increasing. Some of the non-critical functions, e.g.
gathering the telematics, can be dispatched to a remote database over a mobile
network in a constant interval. In the future, it is expected that some (hard)
real-time functionality could be performed outside the vehicle [30, 44] as
computational needs arise [27], i.e. close to the edge of the network. This
requires an enhanced network infrastructure which is yet to realize on roads
or off-road environments. Even with this kind of computational offloading in
place, vehicles should implement a fallback functionality themselves, in case
networking errors occur.
Cloud computing is an enabling technology for developing software
systems and processing large amounts of data in all areas and domains.
Cloud computing builds on economies of scale in leveraging performance,
scalability and reliability. Edge computing, on the other hand, is characterised
by fast processing and short response times possibly in real-time. It has also
been characterised as the extension of the cloud in close physical proximity
[46] which calls for hybrid (hybrid cloud) solutions combining best of both
worlds. All operations, however, do not require millisecond latency nor deterministic networking and there are plenty of applications where offloading the
processing close to the edge or to cloud is useful. For example, long term
planning or analysis and optimisation of ones own operation.
The composition of functionality across different infrastructures is challenging. In addition to the cloud, on the edge there are typically varying
hardware and software platforms used to deploy and execute functionality
[16]. New service composition algorithms for handling heterogeneity, handling long-running processes, and tools for managing heterogeneity from
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popular programming languages and frameworks need further research as
explained by [21]. Furthermore, [46] point out that software frameworks need
to implement resilience and methods for failover situations.
One way to achieve highly adaptive system is to embrace the service
oriented software architecture (SOA) [41]. The idea is to have one service
responsible for one feature. When well designed, a dynamic service replacement can be performed by looking for substitutional services implementing
the same functionality. Performing this dynamic service discovery is not a
very common practise so far, especially in industrial context.
In this paper, a dynamic service discovery implementing SOA is inspected
and evaluated for the need of object detection in the context of dependable
industrial vehicles. Research questions and contributions of this paper are
as follows: 1. What are the requirements for hybrid cloud orchestration in
dependable industrial vehicular applications spanning edge and cloud? 2.
How is Arrowhead Framework (AHF) suited for object detection applications
in dependable industrial vehicles?
Following, Section 2 presents computing in industrial vehicles, the context of dependability, edge-cloud computing, service-oriented architecture
and related works. The AHF framework, used in our implementation and
evaluation of the concept, is introduced in Section 3. The requirements for
orchestration of services spanning edge and cloud in a dependable context,
answering the first research question, are defined and explained in Section 4.
The test setup is described in Section 5 and the feasibility of this service
orchestration and suitability of AHF to meet the requirements are evaluated
in Section 6. A discussion and conclusions are provided in Sections 7 and 8,
respectively.

2 Computing in Industrial Vehicles’ Context
Gradually happening shift towards new innovation is typical for vehicles.
Examples of such transitions are advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS)
and over-the-air (OTA) software updates. It is expected, however, that these
will become mainstream characteristics of nearly every vehicle [41, 5].
In [30] they envision edge computing to support the more demanding
compute tasks that individual vehicles cannot tackle on their own. They claim
that the safety and efficient control of e.g. a convoy requires high-frequency
exchanges of each vehicle’s dynamic data. A roadside edge server and a cloud
server can be used to coordinate and manage the vehicles and convoys to go
through crossroads safely.
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Object detection is one of the most critical and essential abilities of
autonomous vehicles. To “see” in different types of environments, multiple
different sensors are needed. [22] This explicitly puts higher demand on data
throughput and processing capability. Limited processing power and possible
real-time demands make this challenging, as studied by [44] in their study
on drone computation offloading, claiming that a combination of on-board
processing and nearby edge processing can save wireless bandwidth, and thus
improve scalability without compromising result accuracy or latency.
Various reasons seem to foster the use of Ethernet-based communication
in vehicles. The bandwidth requirements are increasing due to autonomous
driving [5]. In addition, Ethernet traffic can be easily transmitted outside the
vehicle without major data conversion. Having such a dominant position in
various industries and consumer use makes Ethernet a familiar technology
for most developers. [15] Real-time communication is also possible using
Ethernet and can be complemented also by e.g. industrial cellular networks
[43].
2.1 Edge vs Cloud Computing
The term edge computing emerged as the counterforce for cloud computing.
When cloud computing centralizes computing resources in remote locations,
edge computing is about distributing them close to the data producer. The
edge device is typically the first internet connected computer in the data flow
pipeline from the data source to the data sink [39, 8].
Edge computing has clear advantages over cloud computing [39, 8]:
• Latency. Round-trip times to edge are presumably shorter than to cloud.
• Privacy. Data travels through fewer processing points and is thus less
prone to unauthorized access.
• Resiliency. Fewer intermediate devices routing the signal makes edge
computing more resilient in comparison to cloud computing.
Whereas cloud computing has:
• Performance. Cloud computing sets only little physical limits for the
computing device.
• Scalability. The performance can be scaled dynamically thanks to the
excessive computing infrastructure.
• Accessibility. Edge devices may be behind firewalls or routers providing
network address translation. Data flowing to cloud is typically easier to
access from anywhere.
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2.2 Dependability in Industrial Vehicle Context
A dependable system is a system that is able to provide its intended service
with a high probability, and does not cause any harm [33]. Any industrial
use vehicle has the potential to cause serious physical harm, economical
loss or even loss of life. This sets high requirements for all the systems and
subsystems embedded to the vehicles.
Overall dependability is a sum of number of components, including [3]:
•
•
•
•

Availability
Reliability
Safety
Maintainability

Continuously a bigger share of the vehicle functionality is done by the
Electronic Control Units (ECU) [45]. Consequently, there is a higher chance
of faults caused by one of the ECUs or the connections between them [40].
Vehicles are embedded systems, and the software they execute is embedded software. Requirements for embedded software have been, and still typically are, various computing resource limitations (e.g. power efficiency, small
memory consumption) and reliability (e.g. fault tolerancy) [26]. Although
the embedded computing resources have developed greatly, they still cannot
compete against the cloud servers in many areas. Embedded systems in
vehicles can be divided in smaller subsystems which are dedicated towards
certain applications [23]. Such systems are for instance fuel injection systems
or infotainment systems. Some systems have hard real-time requirements,
that is, they require a response to an input in specified time constraint. Not
meeting the time constraint may result in a catastrophe, or the system may
end up in unstable state. [23]
Standards, design principles and software architectures enable complex
cyber-physical systems (CPS), such as vehicles, to work. It is essential for
the vehicle vendors to make good software architectural decisions and select
correct tools in order to maximise their functionality, safety and lifespan.
2.3 Service-oriented Architecture
Service-oriented architecture has been a common implementation strategy
for various web applications [4] for the past decade. In industrial vehicles,
orchestration of software components at run-time is not common and they
are typically bound during design. In SOA, the software system consists
of independent and loosely coupled components which provide a single
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functionality as a service. There are two kinds of service parties – ones with
needs and ones with capabilities to fulfill those needs, typically referred to as
consumers and providers. Key requirement for SOA is a mechanism which
assists consumers to find the service providers. This can be referred to as
service discovery or orchestration. [32]
Benefits of SOA are perhaps not that obvious. Some of the advantages
also emerge in the long run. Services as independent and modular software
blocks that are reusable, scalable and sharable [32]. The fourth industrial
revolution, so called Industry 4.0, comprises ideas of flexible and adaptable automation [25]. SOA suits well for building this kind of industrial
applications. Furthermore, these aspects enable new business opportunities
by, for example, selling service functionality to other users. Performance
wise, scalability is crucial for dynamic load balancing and the application
deployment is mitigated by the fact that the application consists of smaller
building blocks.
Like all software architectures, SOA has disadvantages. The trade-off
of increased flexibility is overhead. The overhead comes in terms of code
footprint and messaging. The service discovery process is often the culprit.
Moreover, if a system has only one component responsible for the service
discovery, the whole system is prone to a single point of failure and stops
working if it becomes unavailable.
2.4 Service Interoperability and Automation in Industrial Vehicle
Applications
There is a strong need to enhance interoperability and automation among all
the new and future software based features and tools used in vehicles [12].
Furthermore, the new features require a high level of security [5, 37].
Various software frameworks are designed to address these needs.
According to [34], there are for instance Automotive Open System Architecture (AUTOSAR), BaSys, FIWARE, Industrial Data Space (IDS), Open
Connectivity Foundation (OCF) and IoTivity and Open Mobile Alliance
(OMA) SpecWorks-LWM2M. Most of them targeted to a rather specific
industrial domain.
The AUTOSAR is a software standard mainly targeting the automotive
domain, which makes it an interesting option for industrial vehicles as well.
AUTOSAR comprises two different platforms, Classic and Adaptive. One
of the most notable differences between them is the software architecture.
The Classic has a layered architecture whereas Adaptive utilizes serviceoriented architecture. This makes Adaptive more suitable for new automotive
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applications requiring interoperability and flexibility. Probably the most stringent requirement for AUTOSAR Adaptive compliant applications is that they
must be POSIX compliant [1].
Autonomous driving functions may be seen as an application of advanced
robotics. Thus it seems natural to have protocols developed on purpose or
borrowed from the robotics industry. What once was a purely research related
software abstraction for robot development [6], Robot Operating System
(ROS), has become mature enough for actual industrial implementations.
This is largely due to its new version, ROS2. ROS2 uses Data Distribution
Service (DDS) as the communication standard [14]. DDS promotes a decentralized, publish-subscribe communication pattern. ROS2 has official support
for Linux, Windows and MacOS [2].

3 Arrowhead Framework as an Enabler of Interoperable
Service Composition
To study the orchestration of services across edge and cloud for industrial
vehicle applications, we choose to adopt the Arrowhead Framework (AHF).
The selection was supported by the fact that it is free and a product of open
source collaboration, has an open model for integration, and allows customization [42]. Furthermore, AHF supports security, does not have platform
restrictions, and is easily adoptable both on cloud and edge levels [19].
3.1 Framework Overview
AHF is an open service framework [42] defining a generic and distributed
model for automating Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) applications [9].
The framework aims to increase the interoperability between heterogenous
industrial systems and devices. In addition, it tries to consolidate the use of
SOA in industrial domains, with Industry4.0 based thinking in mind.
AHF is not an IoT platform but a set of rules for implementing a specific
SOA philosophy. The rules concern only the communication between the
services and systems in different roles and domains. In theory, AHF is programming language agnostic, that is, the communication of all components
happens over TCP/IP protocol suite, using HTTP or HTTPS, and the services
obey the Representational State Transfer (REST) principles when interacting
with the framework. The programming language only needs to provide means
for modern web communication.
By utilising the SOA principles, AHF introduces some desirable
design for industrial applications. SOA-based distributed functionality allows
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loosely coupled services on resource-constrained devices to be interconnected at run-time. For example, a dynamic service discovery can be utilized
to switch from faulty service to a functional one. Use of the framework to
direct data flows from measurements through dynamic configuration has also
been proposed in [20]. Thus, the system introduces increased fault tolerance. In addition, SOA enables distribution of the application components,
autonomous interaction between the systems and increases the reusability of
software.
3.2 Key Components
AHF comprises a few different abstractions of systems. These are:
• Core Systems – These include the Orchestrator, Authorization and Service registry which provide means for service discovery, authorization
and registration, and are mandatory components for every AHF system
[42]. A reference implementation of them is provided by the AHF
development community.
• Supporting Core Systems – Optional Core Systems that help and extend
the functionality of the AHF cloud.
• Application Systems - The service consumers and providers created and
controlled by the users. They implement the actual communication logic
with the help of the Core Systems and optional Supporting Core Systems. Application systems can expose their services to other application
systems.
Figure 1 presents the composition pattern when using AHF, including provider registration, consumer orchestration request, authorization, and

Consumer

Service
Registry

Orchestrator

Authorization

Provider

System
Operator

register

register

authorize consumer
dynamic orchestration
search services
verify access

communicate

Figure 1

Sequence of dynamic orchestration process using the Arrowhead Framework.
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finally consumer-provider communication. It should be noted that AHF is
not a middleware for communication but only used initially and all communication between service consumers and providers is direct after the
orchestration.

4 Requirements for Dependable Service Orchestration in
Hybrid Clouds
The characteristics of industrial, dependable, and autonomous vehicle related
computing presented in previous sections are used as the basis when deriving the requirements for hybrid cloud orchestration (service discovery and
authorization management). As such we have defined the following:
• High availability – It is unacceptable for dependable systems to experience downtime. Whole SOA becomes inoperative if the orchestration
system is unreachable. [24]
• Fast response time – Some dependable applications require fast and
almost deterministic response times. If one service provider goes down,
the switch to another one needs to happen fast.
• Embedded security and privacy – Security is important for multiple
reasons. Dependable systems can become malfunctional if unauthorised
systems can access the orchestration system. In addition, user privacy
must not be compromised.
• Modifiability – The system must be possible to keep updated. For example, security related methods should be modified if new vulnerabilities
are detected. Also new software installations must be supported. [12]
Autonomous driving requires extreme performance and reliability. Let us
examine the requirements this sets for hybrid cloud orchestration through
examples. When a vehicle is driving and an object blocks the road, it must
make fast decisions whether to slow down, stop or dodge the object. If
any service that is used to determine the needed maneuver fails to respond,
a connection to a new one must be acquired extremely quickly. Another
scenario is that an ECU breaks. The services it offers must be then acquired
from some other physical device. At the moment, the alternative services with
hard real-time requirements must be found in the vehicle.
However, this might not be the case in the future as proposed by [13].
Cloud connectivity can become so ubiquitous and reliable that these services
can be deployed off the vehicle. In addition, the connectivity between other
vehicles and the roadside infrastructure might become an important enabler
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High level overview of a hybrid cloud’s SOA for object detection task.

for autonomous driving. Figure 2 distinguishes the different tiers of hybrid
cloud computing and their characteristics. Furthermore, it illustrates SOA
in dependable hybrid cloud for an object detection use case. As mentioned,
object detection is one of the essential functionalities for autonomous driving.
With increased connectivity comes new threats, and a cyber attacker
might be able to gain control of the vehicle or disable its functionalities [36].
Thus, security is closely linked to safety and not an optional feature in modern
CPS. We see new security exploits constantly happening with servers and
other computing devices. Vehicles make no difference when their computing
devices are accessible from outside. Hence it is also mandatory to have the
possibility to update the software OTA.
Regarding vehicle middleware, Liu [28] lists low overhead and memory
footprint, edge–cloud interaction, and security and reliability as the main
development areas. Liu et al. [29] examined the suitability of ROS (version 1)
for autonomous vehicle platform. They pointed out reliability, performance
and security as three shortcomings of ROS in vehicle use. However, they also
mention that ROS2 is supposed to solve these issues.
Kugele et al. [24] defined requirements and key quality attributes for automotive SOA. Their listing includes testability which is an important aspect
of increasing interest with the growing use of machine learning (ML) based
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components. The software architecture should offer feasible and straightforward ways for testing. The importance of this requirement is emphasized in
nowadays common continuous integration and deployment (CI/CD) strategy.
The way these requirements need to be addressed from the technical perspective are manifold. First, the system should not introduce a single point of
failure. All the components should have a fallback implementation so that the
availability is not threatened. In addition, if a service goes down, a new one
needs to be searched and provided for the consumer. This procedure includes
ensuring that the fallback service is operational. An important concept here is
adaptability to situational changes. If the local processing can not be scaled
further, the computing tasks need to be dispatched to alternative units. That
is, the cloud or other nearby devices.
Second, the system should have adequate performance. The message
throughput is an essential characteristic and it would be beneficial if the
system could serve multiple requests simultaneously. The system should be
implemented using high performance programming languages.
Third, the communication between distributed components must be
encrypted and the communicating parties authenticated and authorized.
The communication protocol should also strive for efficiency. Fulfilling
these requirements should not however introduce a significant delay to the
communication.
The system must also be modular in order to support the modifiability
requirement. A monolithic application would not work well with resource
constrained devices in any case. Modifiablity requires also possibility for
remote access. Not all updates can be made by the user or the repair service provider. Even more importantly, new software components must be
deployed to vehicles throughout their life-cycle. Thus the system must allow
communication with entities outside the vehicle, that is, the local network.

5 Implementing Object Detection as a Service
To address the stated challenges related to vehicle software, and to investigate
the feasibility of hybrid cloud computing in vehicles, we introduce a test setup
with both edge and cloud processing. In the example, basic object detection
tasks are performed for prerecorded video, produced by a frontal view camera
of a small industrial machine. The object detection, in our experience, is
a novel and interesting topic for mobile machine researchers. Applications
linked to object detection also have high dependability requirements which
allows us to test the hybrid cloud computing in demanding use cases.
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5.1 Object Detection Models
Object detection is a computer vision concept. The object detection task
localizes objects in an image and labels these objects as belonging to a target
class. [11] In computer vision, a model is a set of processing operations that
take inputs, like images or videos, and return pre-learned concepts or labels.
An object detection model returns the coordinates and labels of the detected
objects.
There are numerous different object detection models and versions of
them available. In our implementation, we used two object detection specific
models: SSD (Single Shot Multibox Detector) [31] with Mobilenet v2 [38]
and YOLO v4 [7] model. These models’ internal behaviour is out of the scope
of this paper, and is thus not described in detail.
5.2 System Implementation
The main hardware components used in this setup are:
• CCpilot VS display computer (IMX6 board) – the service consumer
application on the industrial vehicle
• Raspberry Pi 3B+ – hosting all AHF core services providing service
discovery, orchestration and authorization
• Nvidia Jetson Nano – object detection as a vehicle on-board edge
processing service
• Nvidia Triton Inference Server1 – object detection as a remote cloud
inference service in a private cloud running on an HP Proliant DL380
server with a Nvidia Tesla P100 GPU.
Figure 3 illustrates how these components are interconnected. On the
network’s edge are the Raspberry Pi, CCpilot VS display and the Jetson Nano,
whilst on the cloud resides the Nvidia Inference Server hosting an Nvidia
Tesla P100 GPU. The edge devices are connected through a network switch
and the switch is connected to the internet through network routers.
The AHF core services are hosted at the edge on the Raspberry Pi. The
used AHF version is 4.1.3.2 Each device in the setup (Arrowhead cloud) are
given a cloud and device specific certificate which is used to both authenticate
the device and encrypt the established communication. All the devices and
their service offerings are posted to the Service Registry core service. In
addition, the consumers are authorised to consume the providing services.
1
2

https://github.com/triton-inference-server/server
https://github.com/arrowhead-f/core-java-spring
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Test setup’s key hardware and software components and their interconnection.

All these actions are carried out remotely utilising a cloud specific system
operator certificate, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Object detection is implemented as Python applications offering a simple
RESTful HTTP(S) service. The services utilise the same Arrowhead cloud
specific SSL/TLS certificates to encrypt all the communication and authenticate themselves. The object detection services are deployed both on the
edge and in the cloud. The services accept jpeg images as inputs, perform
the object detection, and send back the resulting image to the consumer. The
CCpilot VS has the role of the service consumer. In the test setup it plays a
prerecorded video file, sends frames to object detection service and visualises
the output image which is provided in the response on the physical screen.
The service provider address is queried from the AHF core services during
the startup and whenever the connection is lost to the provider.
5.3 Orchestration for Exchangeable Services
In our setup, the orchestration request is always so called dynamic. In AHF
configuration that means that there are no predefined rules to find the appropriate providers for the consumer. Suitable providers are instead searched
based on the orchestration request parameters. The dynamic orchestration is
set by using so called orchestration flags in the request. Other flags we utilise
are the pingProviders and matchmaking. The former makes the Orchestrator
check whether the suitable providers are alive by pinging them. The latter
requires the Orchestrator to return only one provider address, which it thinks
is the best one.
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Both provider systems offer similar remote procedure call (RPC) endpoints for the object detection task. This means that they are fully exchangeable in a plug and play manner. However, their inner implementation is
different. First of all, Jetson Nano utilises the SSD Mobilenet v2 model
whereas the cloud server has the YOLO v4 model. Before feeding the images
to the inference model, both implementations use the OpenCV library for
preprocessing. Jetson Nano has its own inference related library called Jetson
Inference,3 which takes care of most of the ML tasks, such as loading the
model from memory, communicating with the GPU cores and performing the
inference. The cloud implementation utilises Nvidia’s Triton server, which
hosts the inference model, and thus also performs the inference. Triton is
deployed as a prebuilt Docker container which eases the inference setup
greatly. The cloud RPC endpoint preprocesses the input images and then
sends them in the correct form to Triton. The request is made using gRPC
protocol. After the inference is done and the possible objects are identified,
both implementations utilise OpenCV again to draw bounding boxes over the
objects on the image. Then the images are returned to the consumer.

6 Evaluation and Results
In this section the technical approach from section 5 is tested and evaluated.
The suitability of AHF for object detection service orchestration and the
feasibility for inference as a service in a dependable industrial vehicle context
is evaluated and compared against the derived requirements of Section 4.
6.1 Evaluation Methods
To evaluate the suitability of AHF’s service discovery process in the represented test setup we introduce multiple scenarios. By going through these
scenarios it is possible to obtain either quantitative or qualitative data. The
scenarios are:
1. Disconnection occurs between the object detection provider and consumer application.
2. Load balancing necessary by the orchestrator service (e.g. one provider
is too busy).
3. Recovering from brief provider unavailability.

3

https://github.com/dusty-nv/jetson-inference
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Figure 4 Image captured from the video of the industrial vehicle for which object detection
using service based inference and service orchestration is studied. On the left the original
image and on the right the object detection output with a bounding box.

In the tests we use a prerecorded video filmed from the front of a small
wheel loader. On the video, the wheel loader is both stationary and in motion.
The frames have size of 1280x720 pixels and the frame rate is 25 per second.
The video shows two identifiable objects, a person and a tractor although the
object detection itself is not in the scope of this paper. An example excerpt
from the video is shown in Figure 4.
Regarding the first scenario, we are particularly interested in how quickly
a new service endpoint is obtained. We measure this using a timer in the
client application. The timer is set to measure the time between sending the
orchestration request and arrival of the response. In Figure 5 the sequence of
switching from service provider to another is depicted. After the consumer
notices the disconnection or a timeout it sends a new orchestration request to
the AHF Orchestrator service. The Orchestrator will internally call Service
Registry which will look up for known providers. In addition, it will ping the
providers to assure that they are reachable. If there are providers available,
the consumer gets a new address to connect to as a response.
The second scenario addresses the situation of multiple consumers overloading one or a few of the providers and in turn some only get a few
requests. This can be examined by launching multiple service consumers
simultaneously and then inspecting the share of connections to each provider.
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Sequence of switching the service provider using Arrowhead core services.

In the third scenario there is only one service provider available for the
consumer. If that goes down briefly, how does the system react? This is simply
observed by closing the provider for a while and then restarting it.
6.2 Results from Evaluation Scenarios
The plot in Figure 6 illustrates the response times of 31 orchestration requests
for AHF. The average time is 223.8 ms and median is 188 ms. Comparing these to the average times spent for the actual object detection tasks
(excluding network delays) gives us perspective. For Jetson Nano, the object
detection takes 42.3 ms on average, median being 39.8 (115 samples). For the
Nvidia Triton Inference Server with Tesla P100 the same samples took 14.8
ms on average with a standard deviation of 0.366 ms. The underlying models
also differ, as explained in Section 5. The inference numbers already give
an indication of performance difference but the parallel compute capacity of
a powerful GPU versus the Jetson Nano is unrivaled (3584 vs 128 CUDA
cores), and the Nvidia Triton Inference Server can serve multiple consumers
concurrently.
From the graph it can be seen that orchestration including the authorization process easily takes a significant amount of time that might affect
functionality in critical applications. In comparison to object detection operating in near real-time it could mean that the consumer application logic may
need to take safety precaution, e.g. slow down or stop its operation, until a
service connection is restored.
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The second scenario with load balancing feature is not supported in
the AHF community implementation (in the chosen dynamic orchestration
mode). However, as the service interfaces between the core services are open
it does not prevent one from implementing the orchestrator according to
ones needs and thus having load balancing implemented as required for that
application. For this study it was not implemented for the test setup.
Going through the third scenario showed that the consumer is able to
recover if it starts polling the orchestration when it looses the connection
to the provider. The orchestrator will return an empty response immediately
if it does not find alive providers. This is avoidable by omitting the pingProviders orchestration flag. However, this will most probably lead to the
consumer trying to connect to an unavailable service. By pinging all the
possible providers, the Orchestrator has the best chance to know the available
providers the quickest.
6.3 Evaluating Feasibility of Approach Using AHF
The following requirements were previously defined for dependable service
orchestration (see Section 4): high availability, fast response time, embedded
security and privacy, and modifiability.
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High availability is affected positively to a small extent by the decoupled model of independent service components in the implementation and
fundamental nature of AHF. On the negative side, AHF has the core services
as a single point of failure and its service model introduces dependency on
the network layer for which there are no embedded features for improving or
ensuring availability requirements.
Fast and deterministic response time are needed by some applications.
As AHF is only brokering connection establishing and not acting as a middleware through which all communication takes place, it enables and allows
the implementation of (hard) real-time communication between service consumers and providers. AHF does not mind what protocols the parties use
after the orchestration process is completed. Re-orchestration requests, in
which AHF takes part, are within reasonable limits as shown in our tests
but may require additional safety measures on the consumer side to ensure
safe operation in some use cases, e.g. when doing a failover orchestration.
Embedded security and privacy is of increasing importance as systems
are connected and multiple systems and devices share the same networks. In
the implementation, based on AHF, service consumers and service providers
are identified using certificates, and an authorization service grants access
tokens in order for consumers to be able to use the provided services. In
the implementation, the object detection services implement secure HTTPS
interfaces encrypting all requests between each other. As a result the identity
of parties, authorization, and integrity of exchanges can be ensured using
standard well-established information security practices.
Modifiability is a requirement as CPS and data-driven applications evolve
as new use cases emerge. AHF strives to enable dynamic compositions from
independent service components and facilitates this requirement. The independent nature means that service providers and service consumers can be
developed fully independently, and, due to the loosely coupled service nature,
implemented using different implementation methods, tools and platforms, if
desired and as shown in our tests. As long as the service interfaces are known
and remain unchanged there are no changes needed to the consumers or
service providers (neither regarding authorizations or connection strings) as
they are always provided by the AHF core infrastructure. In a traditional point
to point setup the case is often that all consumers need to be reconfigured
independently and, if lacking a trust relationship model, also the service
providers need to be reconfigured who is authorized to consume each service.
Regarding the remote access requirement, AHF enables it in a secure manner
by utilising a special certificate.
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7 Discussion
Autonomous vehicles such as cars or machines need to process data from
a wide range of sensors in their operation. Additionally, when operating
together they will need to process even more information shared from other
vehicles. This calls for new methods to distribute intelligence as well as to
compose functionality.
An interesting thought is having nodes not restricted by power or computational capacity to serve as additional computing capacity, as suggested
by [18], underpinning the need for frameworks and platforms to share the
resources. ML is typically compute intensive, especially model training, but
increasingly also the inference when multiple video streams are used.
The Nvidia Triton Inference Server providing GPU accelerated inference in combination with a well established service framework shows that
inference as a service is a viable solution to implement offloading between
restricted devices, the edge and even the cloud, as demonstrated in this
study. There can be more and faster compute capacity available from a cloud
resource but one needs to take into account the latencies as well.
In the dependable systems context there are still several challenges associated with deterministic networking and computing that are far from solved.
Hard real-time networking can be achieved locally but guaranteed compute
is still under development unless dedicated hardware solutions are used.
Fortunately there are many use cases where soft real-time is sufficient,
e.g. tasks where a higher precision for path planning is obtained from a
remote resource whereas immediate actions are computed locally. Another
safety implementation strategy is to require additional logic on the control
part to ensure safe and proper operation if deterministic communication and
computation is not achieved, i.e. slowing down or halting operations until the
dependencies are restored to an adequate level.
AHF is an open service framework with several characteristics suited
for automating IIoT applications. In comparison to approaches such as OPC
UA and DDS it focuses on the service composition layer and authorization
models for application ecosystems without interfering in the actual communication between systems. This means that (real-time) communication
between individual components can be implemented regardless of AHF. OPC
UA has its own supported protocols, including support for Time-Sensitive
Networking (TSN), and DDS relies on streaming of data using its real-time
publish-subscribe wire protocol. These trade-offs come with limitation in
how individual application system components can be implemented. OPC UA
interoperability with AHF has been proposed [10] with translator adapters.
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Unlike AUTOSAR Adaptive and ROS2, AHF does not specify the message structure between peers. AUTOSAR applications must be made using
C/C++ and they need to implement a set of software functionalities to be
AUTOSAR compatible, whereas ROS2 and AHF do not limit the use of
any programming language. These things considered, it is fair to say that
AHF offers a great amount of flexibility in comparison to other similar
frameworks. Frameworks such as AHF also target the broader application
ecosystems spanning across the Internet. AHF even introduces the concept
of inter cloud communication in which AHF instances are relayed to each
other using brokers establishing a chain of trust [17]. In the relayed model,
however, real-time communication cannot be achieved nor are there any other
means available to ensure quality of service among components.
The challenges of authentication and authorization of inter-vehicular signals and services carrying safety commands have been analyzed for vehicle
platoons in [35]. In their solution, also utilizing the AHF model, they propose
a contract-based approach for specifying safety constraints. Their conclusions
also confirm one of our conclusions that this is not always enough and
additional safety measures might be needed. An example of this is the need
to start a braking sequence before all commands can be authenticated and
authorized in the vehicle platoon.
More generally, there is not yet that much edge native similar to what
is referred as cloud native on cloud infrastructure. One reason for this is
the heterogeneity of edge resources onto which the cloud-edge continuum
would need to be extended that would require unified provision of resources,
security and a chain of trust of services as well as device hardware, and finally
interoperable orchestration and integration models of service components.
Such means would allow to seamlessly move computational functions across
edge and cloud optimising their trade offs.

8 Conclusion
In this paper we studied orchestration of ML based object detection services
across edge and cloud for industrial vehicle applications. First, requirements
were defined taking into account the dependable nature of industrial vehicle
applications. Following, an implementation based on AHF was presented
and evaluated in which object detection services on both edge and cloud
were orchestrated to a service consumer application running on an embedded
computer typical to industrial vehicles.
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As a result it was shown that dynamic orchestration across edge and
cloud is possible using AHF and that AHF supports many of the soughtafter requirements such as fast response time, security and modifiability.
As AHF is not a middleware and doesn’t have the means to ensure high
availability it is not necessarily adequate for all use cases with deterministic
real-time requirements unless client side precautions are taken. It is, however,
anticipated that new soft real-time use cases emerge and in such cases the
demonstrated model of offloading processing from a limited device is a viable
solution and AHF can support that in many ways.
As future work it was identified that services could benefit from a prioritization model, especially when performing inference tasks as a service for
various types of needs. If and when these types of service models establish
themselves on dependable systems, such as industrial vehicles, more research
is also needed on frameworks and service platforms to ensure quality of
service both regarding monitoring of individual service executions as well
as their compositions.
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